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The transition of IT Services from a single-Vendor

to a multi-Vendor model

… while not affecting day-to-day operations

The situation

National Grid is a multi-national Utility
company, providing Electricity and Gas
services across the globe, with a major
presence in the UK and the US. The

company is
responsible for
the High Voltage
Electricity and
High Pressure
Gas transmission
in the UK, and
for various Utility
companies in the
U.S.. It has a
turnover of

£14bn (2009/10), with Net Assets of
£4.2bn (31/03/2010).
The company has
earned a worldwide
reputation for robust
business performance
and operational safety.
The company has
grown by acquisition
since it became a
Public Limited
Company (PLC)
company in
December 1995, and
is now one of the
largest utility

companies in the world – being the largest
utility in the UK and the second largest in
the US.

The Chief Information Officer had agreed
with the Board to implement a new
Services Model by adopting a multi-
Vendor model of Out-sourcing on an
international basis in order to reduce IT
costs and upgrade the infrastructure at the
same time.

This was a significant change in the UK
that was operating with one Infrastructure
Out-source and various Application
Support companies, depending on the
Systems involved.

The problem

The new Services model provided for a
new Multi-Vendor Eco-System model
with different Vendors covering each of
the following:

 Service Management Integration
(SMI)

 Enterprise Services (Data Centres,
Servers, End User Computing)

 Networks

 E-mail / Intranet

 Printing

 SAP Hosting

 Applications I / II

.. and further Vendors providing support
for Critical Infrastructure.

In the UK, this meant transitioning SMI,
Network, Email / Intranet and Printing
services from CSC to new Vendors.

This was a significant programme and
commercial challenge that had not been
progressing well in the UK, and so the
Client asked us to use our Programme
Direction and Service expertise to direct

the programme of change in the UK.

The solution

We set-up the transfer of Network
services from CSC / Cable & Wireless to
Verizon and directed the first stages to
completion, then handed over to the team
that would oversee the Transformation /
Transition activities over the next few
years.

We directed the transfer of SMI services
from CSC to HP and the transfer of
Email from CSC to IBM.

The Printing transfer was scheduled to
take place over several years so we set-up
the change and then handed over to the
Transformation project team.

At the end of the programme we
successfully transferred service support
form CSC to the other Vendors and lost
no services during the period.

How we did it

Planning was vital in the transfer because
the contracts that had been agreed before

we joined were not geared to motivate
the take-over of hand-off.

We developed several plans, for different
audiences, and used them to direct the
changes.

The definition of clear Roles and
Responsibilities in the transition was vital
and we worked with all Suppliers to agree
these elements.

Because CSC did not want to lose
revenue from the transition and some
new Vendors did not want to take-up
services until they had transformed the
infrastructure we spent considerable time
motivating Vendors and agreeing fair
commercial remuneration.

We held various Cross-stream workshops
and a special Networks Summit to
facilitate the transition as well as focussed
workshops to agree differences.

Tight financial control was exercised and
full Stakeholder engagement practiced
throughout.

Because the knowledge of Services was
held with the Vendors it was essential to
garner knowledge of Gaps in the
Transition to ensure that balls weren’t
dropped.

The transition was largely complete after 9
months, when we handed control to the
various transformation projects.


